Introduction 1
The application of chemometrics in food science has revolutionized the field by automating a broad 2 range of applications such as food authenticity and food fraud detection. However, in order to create 3 effective and general models able to address the complexity of real life problems, a vast amount of 4 training samples are required.
5
Generally speaking, in machine learning and chemometrics, the bigger and more varied the calibra-6 tion dataset is, the more accurate can be its classification power 1 . This number can be varied from a few 7 dozens to many hundreds depending on the required accuracy 2 . This demand is increased even more 8 due to the choice of specific pattern recognition methods that required a balanced dataset across classes 9 to work effectively 3 or big number of samples in order to converge to a solution or optimize all their 10 internal parameters 4 . Latest advances in deep learning 5, 6 have massively overtook previous state-of-
11
art methods by training neural networks with increasingly larger datasets. While simple classification 12 and regression problems under controlled conditions can still be solved with limited training data, they 13 tend to generate overfitted models to the particular training set and therefore not be generalised well 14 to different experimental setups or real-world conditions, where their performance drastically falls.
15
As a consequence, there is an increasing demand for larger and varied admixtures/samples datasets. 16 Nevertheless, acquiring a diverse amount of samples is a time consuming and costly process, in which 17 collecting samples representative of the real-world variation is not always possible.
18
In the field of food adulteration detection, this challenge is even more obvious. Sourcing pure and 19 authentic commodities as well as adulterants in order to construct the models can be a very challenging 20 task 7 and the official, and informal sources of true authentic samples (e.g. a rare spice or an exotic oil) 21 are limited. This often results in studies with limited variability and overfitted models. In addition, 22 to detect adulterants, current practice is to produce an appropriate number of in-house admixtures 23 by mixing several commodity samples with one or more adulterants in different concentration grades.
24
This allows for a robust classification/quantification model, but the number of combinations to be 25 covered may become intractable. The preparation and the analysis of these samples require a lot of 26 time, labour and other resources. Laboratory efforts have been made to simulate and approach mildly 27 refined 8 or degraded samples 7 . Nonetheless, these approaches barely mitigate the problem 7,9 and still 28 demand time consuming and expensive processes 8 .
29
Assuming enough available samples, their characterisation through spectroscopic or chromato-30 graphic methods is not absent of limitations towards the generality of the models. Thus, most chemo-metric methods described in the literature as well as commercial calibration models are based on data 32 acquired by a single analytical instrument. This translates into models dependant on the spectroscopic 33 instruments used for the data acquisition. The performance of those models with samples analysed 34 by instrument from a different manufacturer is largely unknown and by experience unsuccessful 10 .
35
Making the model "instrument agnostic" will require a multiplicity of instruments under various in-36 strumental conditions so this variability can be incorporated through training into the model. This, 37 however, can be impractical, make the cost unbearable and increase the time scale of a project. One 38 practical solution could be to build and maintain spectral libraries on a higher performance labora-
39
tory instrument and transfer to other spectrometers using standardization protocols [10] [11] [12] . However,
40
transferring calibration models from instrument to instrument is demanding because it requires the 41 absorbancies/intensities of each feature in a set of selected samples obtained on the master instrument 42 to be regressed against the corresponding absorbancies/intensities on the slave instrument.
43
In this study, a novel data augmentation solution is presented in order to efficiently mitigate 44 previously mentioned problems and to obtain generalised classification models not only for a single 45 instrument/lab validation but also for inter-lab and multi-instrument validation. these previous attempts do not fully exploit the potential of data augmentation, by reducing it to the 74 simple addition of noise to the raw spectra.
75
Other studies targeted specific formats of variation to be simulated. In these studies, the simulated 76 noise is based on prior knowledge of the data variation. In a study 19 , NIR spectra were noise augmented 77 for improving the prediction of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) in tablets using PLS regression.
78
Noise augmented spectra were generated by adding the mean-centred spectra of the physical variations 79 and unknown chemical variations (e.g. water content), which were calculated using orthogonal projec- 
129
This need was arguably due to the chosen neural networks-based methodology that needs a larger 
134
The binary and ternary mixtures in varied proportions produced were characterized by the average 135 fatty acid (FA) profiles calculated by combining the individual profiles.
136
In this paper we propose a novel data augmentation framework that generalises previous preliminary the stability of the chemometric models. To accurately predict the sample properties from spectra 147 measured on different spectroscopic instruments than the one used to build the calibration model, an 148 extra variance is also required for covering the various conditions of these secondary instruments.
149
Bearing in mind these different types of variability required, we designed and implemented a novel 150 general framework for the application of the data augmentation techniques to spectra (see Figure   151 1). This is a carefully designed pipeline of four data independent blocks which can be finely tuned 
The intervals of the concentration grades for each input sample can be selected as equally distributed ments. To control this effect, new samples based on the real spectra can be generated (see Figure 1b) 180 by changing the absorbance of each k variable, A original,k , of a spectrum.
where M is the amplification factor and C the baseline factor. Depending on the values of these two spectra (see Figure 1c) .
where L a Laplacian distribution with a scale parameter b and location parameter µ = 0. Laplacian 191 distribution is chosen over other distributions such as Gaussian or uniform to ensure a very limited 192 amount of shifting is generated and so the resulting spectrum is not unrealistic, since the shifting in 193 the x-axis is not a common phenomenon.
194
Adding noise: Finally, the variability of a class in a training dataset can be increased by including 195 these slightly noisy spectra based on the original spectra. Now, the new absorbance of each k variable,
196
A new,k , is the sum of the original absorbance A original,k and the noise w.
197
Sample
For generality, this added noise, w can be white Gaussian noise in specific signal-to-noise ratio per 198 spectrum, in dB, which specifies the intensity of noise in this block (see Figure 1d ). The addition
199
of Gaussian noise to the original data has been proved to lead to calibration models with improved 
Experimental

212
To evaluate the data augmentation mechanism, a previous study setup 46 Table A .I in Appendix A). Binary admixtures were prepared in-house in different concentration 227 grades from 16% to 84%. In total, 142 binary in-house admixture samples were included (n=162 228 samples including the twenty pure vegetable oils). Given the similarity of some of these oil samples
229
and following the design of our previous study 46 , we will consider rapeseed oil and sunflower oil 
FT-IR spectral acquisition
235
The acquisition of all FT-IR spectra was performed using a Nicolet iS5 FT-IR spectrometer (Thermo parameter values were optimised to provide the best accuracy in the non-augmented case -see Table   267 A.II at Appendix A for the exact numerical values-and kept fixed for the augmented set. The data Furthermore, an additional experiment was performed to validate the spectral blender in isolation.
272
With this aim, all admixture models in RSPKO, RSPO and PPKO classes were replaced by synthetic 273 admixture samples generated by the blender from the pure oil samples for the calibration of the model.
274
Synthetic samples were generated in the exact same concentration grades as the real in-house samples, centres, public services and private food testing labs (see Table A .III in Appendix A).
284
A total of nine (9) samples including pure oils and oil admixtures were prepared in our lab and sent
285
to the participants having the instruments to collect the spectra. The oils used for the preparation of 
Data pre-treatment
299
The same pre-treatment techniques used in intra-laboratory experiment were employed in order to 300 pretreat the inter-lab spectra (see Section 3.1.3). 
Validation of Data augmentation in inter-lab trial
308
Two experiments are related to the inter-lab validation and how results can be improved using the 309 data augmentation framework. The performance of the models without any data augmented spectra 310 were presented and compared with the data augmented models.
311
Both scenarios handled the problem using three different datasets, calibration, validation and 312 testing dataset. In the first scenario, the main dataset plus the spectra of the nine vegetable oils of 313 the inter-lab trial acquired with the same spectrometer (our lab spectra) were used for the training of Finally, in the second inter-lab experiment, the two instruments producing the most extreme spec-325 tra (9 th and 13 th instruments in Table A .III in Appendix A) were selected for the improvement of the 326 classification by applying the weighted average of the inter-lab samples of these two different instru-
327
ments. This sub-experiment aims to demonstrate how the blender component can be used to simulate 328 an infinite amount of variability due to instrumentation that can be thus incorporated to our model to 329 make it even more robust against it. Specifically, artificial samples were generated by combining the samples only (see Table I ). A significantly bigger improvement is achieved for SIMCA than with PLS-
353
DA, but this is mainly due to the lower performance baseline which has more space for improvement,
354
rather than due to any limitation of our augmented framework to be combined with PLS-DA, as we Table I . Mean classification rate (%) and standard deviation in validation using non-augmented and augmented calibration models. Cross validation was applied (venetian blinds).
Data augmented samples in the calibration of a model
Classification technique
Only actual lab samples in training Actual lab + artificial samples in training SIMCA 64 ± 2.4 77 ± 4 PLS-DA 98 ± 1.4 99 ± 1
With respect to the validation of the blender, the system trained with artificial admixture gave 360 almost identical results than the same system trained with real admixtures, being the former only 361 5.66% smaller in average than the later. Given that the standard deviation reported in Table I In the second sub-experiment, in addition to the previous components of the data augmentation, 382 the blender component has been used for blending the spectral data produced by two instruments 383 in the inter-lab trial. Results in Table III After data augmentation 
Conclusions
392
In this paper, we have described a general data augmentation framework for chemometric analysis of and, importantly, could include sources of variability that would be difficult to achieve experimentally.
407
As future work, we plan to use the data augmentation pipeline to simulate and enhance cultivar 408 variability, which was not possible in this paper due to the limitations of the current dataset regarding 409 cultivars. In particular, we will validate the capacity of the blender to generate and simulate new 
